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In Appreciation of the Kind of Rhetoric
We Learn in School: An Institutional
Perspective on the Rhetorical Situation
and on Education
Kathleen F. McConnell
Theoretical discussion of the rhetorical situation has been dedicated largely to questions
of its ontology and of how it is constituted. Where this ontological orientation has
inclined theorists to treat the concept as a theoretical premise, an institutional
orientation would instead frame constructivist accounts of the rhetorical situation as a
political-pedagogical commitment and treat the ethical obligations that arise from any
given situation as bound to specific institutional forms. From an institutional perspective,
the rhetorical situation is to conscience as the institution of school is to education. The
distinction of both rhetorical situations and schools lies not in their contrivedness per se,
but in the inventional capacities their contrived qualities sustain.
Keywords: Contrivance; Institutionality; Invention; Rhetorical Situation; School
Since Lloyd F. Bitzer first sketched the characteristics of the rhetorical situation,
rhetoricians tended to treat it as ‘‘contrived.’’ From this perspective, rhetoric is not
simply a response to a given situation, but itself constitutive of that situation.1 In his
amendment to Bitzer’s definition, Richard E. Vatz made the initial argument that
rhetoric generates the discursive conditions within which the rhetorical situation
takes form, and subsequent literature has furthered this argument by considering the
constitutive aspects of each element of the situation.2 When Michael J. Hyde and
Craig R. Smith proposed a hermeneutical conception of rhetoric premised on a
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of the rhetorical situation per se to human consciousness writ large. In their
landmark essay, Hyde and Smith drew on Martin Heidegger’s definition of humans
as ‘‘being-with-others’’ to establish a fundamental or ‘‘primordial function’’ for
rhetoric that established it as ‘‘far more inherent, far more pervasive, and far more
instrumental in the epistemic function.’’3 To confine rhetoric to a mechanistic role at
the end of communication processes, they warned, was to miss the contribution it
makes to consciousness itself. Rhetoric, they argued, not only facilitates under-
standing, but also serves as the basis for human conscience since humans experience
the world as a linguistic phenomenon.4 This conceptualization of rhetoric developed
along what Dilip Gaonkar characterizes as an interpretive axis rather than a
performative/pedagogical one.5 This is not to say that Hyde and Smith denied
rhetoric a pedagogical role, but it is to argue that rhetoric’s domain within human
affairs was made significantly larger and more fundamental. In doing so, they
rendered ‘‘contrivedness’’ a condition not only of the rhetorical situation but of
discourse more generally. In the wake of this and other work, it made increasingly
less sense to distinguish rhetoric from other forms of discourse by noting its
contrived qualities, or to limit the focus of rhetorical studies to a narrow set of
discursive forms.
Some years after the publication of Hyde and Smith’s ‘‘Hermeneutics and
Rhetoric,’’ Barbara A. Biesecker advanced our understanding of the rhetorical
situation as contrived when she challenged conceptions of rhetoric grounded in
ontological presumptions about human being. Drawing on Jacques Derrida’s notion
of différance, Biesecker argued that every element of the rhetorical situation is the
effect not of an original condition but of the radical indeterminacy of systems of
signification.6 That indeterminacy, she suggested, should discourage us from seeking
‘‘refuge in a common existential or ontological condition.’’7 After Biesecker
deconstructed the rhetorical situation, questions of how much and to what extent
it was contrived seemed settled. However, Michael Hyde’s more recent work in The
Call of Conscience: Heidegger and Levinas, Rhetoric and the Euthanasia Debate, while
mindful of deconstructionist arguments like Biesecker’s, remains premised on an
understanding of rhetoric as an ontological feature shared by humans. This premise
leaves open a conversation that historically has aimed to determine the ontological or
linguistic nature of the rhetorical situation.
In this essay, I seek to redirect that conversation by conceptualizing the
contrivedness of the rhetorical situation as a matter of institutionality, broadly
defined. As understood, the contrivances that give rise to the rhetorical situation
are not ontological and linguistic conditions, but institutional assemblages that
generate both exigencies and institutionally affiliated subjects invested in those
exigencies. The institution in this equation is not a stable or repressive entity but a
porous and productive construct capable only of providing contingent responses to
the exigencies it itself produces.8 Informed by the work of Michel Foucault, this
conception of the ‘‘institution’’ rejects overly simplified models that attribute to it a
total power capable only of divesting individuals of a voice through physical and
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between institutions that produce individuals who have, through disciplined
adoption of elaborate techniques, invested themselves in institutional power flows.9
An institutional perspective on the rhetorical situation would no longer aim to
determine the ontological and linguistic conditions that make possible commu-
nicative action, but would ask instead about the communication and cultural
technologies that enable and animate that action. This is the kind of query that
Ronald Walter Greene advocates in his call for another materialist rhetoric, and that
Greene and Darrin Hicks model in their history of speech communication
education.10 Greene’s definition of rhetoric as a ‘‘technology of deliberation’’
institutionalizes rhetorical practice inasmuch as it attributes rhetoric’s power to the
specific technical forms it takes within a given cultural sphere.11 Rhetoric is not, in
other words, simply a force unto itself that we call on to address situations. To analyze
how a rhetorical situation is contrived, then, is to determine what made possible the
technologies that call for and enable deliberation.
My impetus for advocating such a shift in perspective is the desire that ethical
proposals develop in and through consideration of the sociohistorically bound
specifics of institutional forms, rather than from philosophical claims. When
accounted for philosophically, the rhetorical situation’s contrivedness seems the
inevitable and certain outcome of logical argument rather than itself a technology
that has arisen within an institutionally bound setting. As such, contrivance seems
less a political-pedagogical commitment than a condition. When Biesecker
deconstructed the rhetorical situation, for instance, she suggested that her argument
would enable us to ‘‘discern the considerable heterogeneity of the social sphere and
the formidable role that rhetoric plays in articulating this heterogeneity.’’12 If,
however, we take seriously the idea that even the contrivedness of the rhetorical
situation has no origin beyond the provisional texts that claim it as such, then we
cannot take even heterogeneity as a given. To do so would be to imagine what
Foucault described as ‘‘great vistas of limitless discourse, continuous and silent’’
that need only be uncovered to be spoken.13 Such reserves of discourse, Foucault
suggested, do not exist. What is missing, then, from theoretical discussions on the
rhetorical situation is an acknowledgement that the very conception of the rhetorical
situation as contrived invites commitment to certain institutional forms. Missing also
is consideration of how those commitments govern ethical practice.
Hyde’s recent work on the call of conscience exemplifies how an ontologically
oriented perspective mitigates appreciation of the inventive capacity of the rhetorical
situation. In this work, he proposes combining philosophical reflection and rhetorical
education in the interest of orchestrating social interaction.14 While he offers a strong
rationale for acquiring the rhetorical competency for which he advocates, the
ontological perspective he brings to the rhetorical situation diminishes its contrived
qualities. His choice of euthanasia as the anecdote through which to develop his
theory of the call of conscience enables him to bypass institutional considerations in
part because it is our tendency to think of death as a force that acts on institutions
(and rarely the other way around). This common assumption leads Hyde to
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medicine rather than one arising from within. ‘‘Medicine,’’ he writes, ‘‘finds itself in
the midst of a life-and-death situation demanding the ways and means of rhetorical
invention.’’15 This in turn leads to his concern that the ‘‘clinical nature’’ of medicine
depersonalizes patients whose problems, he believes, originate outside institutions of
medicine.16 In this metaphysical account of death, medical organizations respond to a
preexisting exigence that originates from elsewhere. An institutionally inflected
analysis of euthanasia, in contrast, would view it as an exigence that emerged from
the institution itself. And it would inquire into the technologies that make necessary
and possible the concern that a person be allowed to choose when to die.
To illustrate the importance of an institutional perspective on the rhetorical
situation and the political and pedagogical commitments that accompany it, I shift
my critique of Hyde away from the topic of euthanasia to the topic of education.
Throughout his work, Hyde’s ontological perspective has led to a conception of
rhetorical education as an activity that takes place outside the institution of school.
When they wrote ‘‘Hermeneutics and Rhetoric,’’ for instance, Hyde and Smith’s
conceptual move followed a trajectory common to educational criticism of that time,
for just as they sought to enlarge rhetoric’s domain, educational critics such as Paul
Goodman and Ivan Illich sought to establish the domain of education beyond the
walls of the school and to treat it as a more essential and pervasive part of human
social practice. Believing that the most important curriculum could not be covered
within the institutional environment of the school, they called for ‘‘deschooling,’’ and
‘‘schools without walls.’’17 Education, they argued, was not something that one
acquired in school, but something one did as a matter of course in everyday life.
Hyde’s ‘‘call of conscience’’ displays that same inclination to expand rhetoric’s
domain, an impulse evident in his argument that rhetoric is both the competence
that enables us to respond to the call of conscience and also the call itself.18 This
argument elaborates on a conceptual move made by Heidegger in his praise of
Aristotle’s treatment of rhetoric: ‘‘Contrary to the traditional orientation, according
to which rhetoric is conceived as the kind of thing we ‘learn in school,’ . . . [Aristotle’s
Rhetoric] must be taken as the first systematic hermeneutic of the everydayness
of Being with one another.’’19 A key inspiration for Hyde’s notion of rhetoric,
this passage from Heidegger does much to relieve rhetoric of its historical
associations with pedantic handbooks and formulaic pedagogies.20 Put differently,
it relieves rhetoric of its institutional ties.
The trouble with this move is not that it denies the contrivedness of institutions so
much as it denies the importance of those contrivances. In the model of social
interaction Hyde proposes, rhetorical education can occur without an institution to
serve as an inventive material vector of discourse.21 For Hyde, the ontological
certainty of the call of conscience, which he characterizes as an interruption that
issues from somewhere beyond culture, creates the need for rhetorical education, a
need that requires no institutional affiliation to address.22 He does not suggest there
is anything inevitable about how the call of conscience manifests or how we will
respond, but he is sure it will sound as it ‘‘comes to us from the heart of existence.’’23
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education of much of its constitutive power by diminishing the need for invention. In
Hyde’s account, instruction responds to situations but plays no part in the initial
staging of those situations. Like those who seek to dispense with any need for schools,
Hyde’s argument dispenses with the need for institutional contrivances since the call
of conscience just happens; it is, and the only question is how best to respond. Like
Goodman and Illich, Hyde defends the importance of education. ‘‘Without this
education,’’ he states, ‘‘the self has nothing to go on in developing its communicative
competence.’’24 And also like Goodman and Illich, his broad conception of education
leaves the essential role the institution of school plays in education underappreciated.
By his account, rhetorical education is no longer an institutional exercise in the
acquisition and practice of techniques of deliberation, but a non-denominational and
ubiquitous activity, a ‘‘reoccurring lesson in hermeneutic competence,’’ that
continuously engages us in our everyday existence as we respond to the call of
conscience.25 Believing that cultural practices like education will happen regardless of
whether we institutionalize them discourages political action by casting those
practices as endemic and thus unalterable. In the interest of discouraging such a
fatalistic attitude, it is worth renewing appreciation of the contrivedness of the
rhetorical situation.
To demonstrate the benefits of an institutionally inflected sense of the rhetorical
situation and how it commits us to certain institutional forms, I read as
representative anecdotes two educational polemics that invite a productive and
critical analogy between the rhetorical situation and the ‘‘institution of school,’’ by
which I mean historically bound and pedagogically purposed environments that
consist of both material and discursive elements.26 The first text I consider is David
O. Sacks and Peter A. Thiel’s The Diversity Myth: ‘‘Multiculturalism’’ and the Politics of
Intolerance at Stanford (1995). Dissatisfied with the multicultural turn in the
university, Sacks and Thiel offer an anti-institutional vision of education. However,
as I will demonstrate, their argument inadvertently works against itself to show the
importance of giving education an institutional form. The second text I consider is
Stanley Fish’s Save the World on Your Own Time (2008). In contrast to Sacks and
Thiel, Fish argues on behalf of the university qua institution. However, Fish’s interest
in securing autonomy for the university leads him to underappreciate the inventional
capacity of the institution of school. Reading these two texts together, I aim to
demonstrate the importance of institutional form to education and, by way of
association, its importance to the rhetorical situation.
On one level, the objective of my analysis is to show the importance of the
institution of school and also the trouble with assuming, as Hyde does, that
something innate to human ontology will alone call us to conscience. At the same
time, I am arguing more generally that greater attention be given in rhetorical
criticism to institutional forms. Simply acknowledging the rhetorical situation as
contrived does little to advance criticism if we do not also attend to the institutional
assemblages that generate and sustain contrived situations. The two layers of my
analysis are thus related in that both advocate for attending to institutional form.
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suggest that we cannot theorize the rhetorical situation or ethical practice removed
from the specifics of institutional life, I submit a defense of the contrivances of
school as the initial step toward an institutionally inflected perspective of the
rhetorical situation. In short, I argue that a renewed appreciation of the contrived
rhetorical situation is possible only through renewing our appreciation of school as
an institution.
The Diversity Myth and Save the World help me to make this argument because
both illustrate, albeit in different ways, the problems with failing to take seriously
the productive role schools play in inventing, reworking, and disseminating
discourse. Both Fish, and Sacks and Thiel speak to prominent educational
controversies, such as academic freedom, but they do not share the same views.
Sacks and Thiel’s opposition to multiculturalism, for instance, manifests as an
opposition to contrivance itself and inadvertently gives rise to an ironic perspective
on schooling that ends up demonstrating the value of the contrived educational
resources that schools make possible. From this perspective, school is a refuge
‘‘somewhat outside the confines of a given culture’’ that operates free of cultural
prejudice, thus providing individuals access to truths that transcend parochial
interests.27 Sacks and Thiel believe the curriculum for which they advocate can be
perpetuated with or without institutional support and can thrive even without
formal educational structures. Discouraged by the decline of Western civics at
Stanford University, they propose abandoning the university altogether and
conducting education informally. Where Sacks and Thiel disinvest themselves of
institutional structures, Fish takes the opposite strategy and seeks to strengthen the
university’s institutional distinctiveness. And where Sacks and Thiel leverage their
argument to take a stand against multiculturalism, Fish uses his to shield historically
controversial programs such as gender and ethnic studies from further criticism. In
particular, he advocates for closed universities with clearly demarcated responsi-
bilities that retain a disinterested position in all sociopolitical affairs. School, he
believes, is the physical manifestation of an endeavor unique unto itself, and for this
reason, ‘‘neither the university as a collective nor its faculty as individuals should
advocate personal, political, moral, or any other kind of views except academic
views.’’28 While Fish seeks to defend the institutionality of the university, he does so
by equating contrivance with administration, thus promoting its bureaucratic sense
rather than its inventional nature and capacity. This results in a weak motive for
retaining programs like ethnic studies, which he defends simply on the grounds that
they already exist. As with Sacks and Thiel, this argument ultimately works against
Fish’s educational objectives.
After first analyzing Sacks and Thiel and then Fish, I return again to Hyde’s ‘‘call to
conscience.’’ Drawing on the analogy I develop between rhetoric and school, I offer an
institutional perspective of the rhetorical situation that questions the benefit of
assigning the former a primordial function. Accordingly, I argue that Hyde’s
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Contrived Subjectivities and Fabricated Exigencies
The Diversity Myth is a far-ranging critique of a series of policies and programs
implemented in the name of multiculturalism in the early 1990s at Stanford
University. I read it to show that by distinguishing between contrived and
uncontrived rhetorical situations, the authors were able to dismiss some situations
merely on the grounds that they are contrived. Sacks and Thiel air a host of grievances
against the university, but their primary concern is that multiculturalism ‘‘appears
contrived and fictional.’’29 Within the homogenous and privileged Stanford
community, they argue, very few cultural differences existed, so faculty, adminis-
trators, and students made some up.30 Their argument with multiculturalism thus
unfolds not as opposition to diversity per se but as opposition to contrived forms of
diversity. Multiculturalism, they write, ‘‘does not wake people up to long-ignored
‘diversity’ that already exists within themselves and is just waiting to be discovered; it
generates that diversity itself.’’31 University administrators and students, argue Sacks
and Thiel, fabricated a sense of diversity at the school by enacting structural changes
in the details of campus life including removal of bibles from Stanford’s non-
denominational church, adoption of Swahili and Japanese words as names for
student residence halls, and the creation of the Office for Multicultural Development.
Stanford’s multicultural programming also brought visibility to diverse cultural
heritages within the student body, a strategy that Sacks and Thiel argue resulted in the
invention of racial differences in the name of ‘‘restoring real identities.’’32 This
invention of contrived subjectivities, they explain, led students to manufacture
nonexistent exigencies and fictitious grievances by framing the actions of others as
racist, sexist, and homophobic. As such, they maintained, these simulated activities
did not deserve institutional attention nor should they command institutional
resources because they derived from events staged by the university. In other words,
they saw leftist voices in the university deliberately construct rhetorical situations,
and they recognized that without those voices, the situations would otherwise not
exist. For Sacks and Thiel, this is reason to oppose multiculturalism rather than to
celebrate its institution.
While much of their argument focuses on discrediting the importance of cultural
difference by appealing to the notion of a common humanity, Sacks and Thiel’s
primary concern is pedagogical. Their assumption is that multicultural programming
posed a danger to the university’s educational mission because it animated a
superficial and thus inferior intellectual exercise.33 Stanford deliberately introduced
certain perspectives into the curriculum and engineered the school’s structure in such
a way that ensured the continued presence of certain perspectives. In places, Sacks
and Thiel argue that these simulated experiences harmed the practice of education by
impeding the free exchange of ideas.34 Such perspectives depended on institutional
subsidies, they complain, without which they would not enjoy a place in the
university: ‘‘If . . . [multiculturalism] could survive in a competitive marketplace of
ideas, the multiculturalists would have no need to exclude all other perspectives to
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resulted in a fundamental transformation of the academy: ‘‘No longer merely an
impartial refuge for those pursuing enlightenment, the university would now actively
seek to promote particular ideas and values in an effort to transform society.’’36 This
in turn led to a disingenuous instructional process in which professors and students
play-acted only what they felt multiculturalism called for: ‘‘professors have filled their
classes with the trendiest political theories,’’ while ‘‘students have mastered the game
of telling the professors what they want to hear.’’37 This led to what the authors
characterize as posturing: ‘‘New freshman quickly learn which kinds of attitudes are
likely to earn them obloquy and which their professors’ approval, and adjust their
behavior and classwork accordingly.’’38
In so far as Sacks and Thiel present their own values as objective, rational, and
universal, and denigrate cultural difference as superficial, they echo arguments made
by other critics of multiculturalism such as Allan Bloom and Mary Lefkowitz.39
Henry Giroux and Susan Searls Giroux have shown that those who defend a Western
canon tend to universalize the curricula to which they are particular, render its
importance beyond dispute, and make invisible the normative values and cultural
investments those materials carry.40 Sacks and Thiel, too, exhibit this tendency, which
is in part why they see Stanford’s multiculturalism programs as contrived. The
ubiquity, privilege, and invisibility of their own white subject positions enable their
argument because, in contrast, the markers of nonwhite racial and ethnic difference
stand out, or as Kate Willink suggests, seem strange.41 Thomas K. Nakayama and
Robert L. Krizek characterize this as a ‘‘universal stance’’ that normalizes and
naturalizes the critic’s positionality while rendering all other habits of being
superficial variations on a fundamental human nature and all other ways of knowing
versions of Western knowledge.42
Opposing Contrivance while Demonstrating Its Value
Sacks and Thiel’s inability or unwillingness to recognize their own cultural bias or the
constructedness of their own subject positions is not remarkable. What distinguish
their argument are the places in which they make visible their bias. Even while they
seek to rescue genuine learning processes from the kind of engineering in which
Stanford engaged, their discrediting of the new curriculum at times takes the form of
advocacy for their own views and for why Stanford should provide instruction in
those views. They then seek to show the irony of Stanford’s multicultural
programming that leads, for instance, to the association of particular biological
traits with specific cultural perspectives in the name of antiracism.43 Along the way,
however, their advocacy inadvertently generates another ironic perspective on
schooling, one that shows education as less an organic impulse responsive to an
innate human desire and more a political struggle to select whose histories,
literatures, and truths to teach.44 In other words, the deliberate introduction at the
institution of non-Western perspectives prompts Sacks and Thiel to argue on behalf
of instruction in Judeo-Christian traditions and Western civilizations but decidedly
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Their efforts to expose Stanford faculty and students as arbitrary and blatantly
biased work against their own argument by actually demonstrating the pedagogical
value of contrivance. The irony emerges when they must make an appeal for their
own preferred curricula in order to show multiculturalism as relativistic and
fabricated. In such instances, their own concerns echo the complaints made by those
who opposed Stanford’s original curriculum. In a section titled ‘‘Multiculturalism as
Ideology,’’ for instance, they describe advocates of multiculturalism as homogeneous
and unconscious of their own bias: ‘‘Stanford’s multiculturalists have so much in
common with one another that they rarely, if ever, consider . . . foundational
questions about multiculturalism [and] . . . never realize the extent to which their
underlying values really animate the agenda.’’45 But, Sacks and Thiel do not oppose
multiculturalism strictly on such grounds. They also argue why their views are
preferable and should be (re)instituted at the core of the school’s curriculum.46 In a
sense, they answer a call issued by multiculturalism that obliges them to make visible
and contingent their own biases and in turn issue their own call. Consequently, they
end up arguing not on behalf of unbridled inquiry or even for a free marketplace of
ideas, but on behalf of specific value judgments and principles, and a particular
political consciousness.
Presence of Absence
Sacks and Thiel’s concern over the indoctrination of students stems, in part, from
their belief that multicultural curricula either makes students untrue to themselves or
leads to apathy. But equally strong is their concern that multiculturalism causes
students to miss out on an opportunity to be exposed to another way of thinking.
Where earlier critics of schooling such as Illich and Goodman sought to free students
from indoctrination by doing away with schools altogether, Sacks and Thiel do not
always suggest that the problem is the institution of school itself. Rather, they believe
students should receive a different kind of training that is no longer available because
the institution that could provide it has dedicated itself to a different curriculum.
Though they criticize such new curricula for being empirically wrong and predict its
failure due to its intellectual poverty, their greater lament is that multiculturalism
takes institutional resources away from other curricular options, such as the study of
foreign languages.47 No advocates of multiculturalism, they complain, were ever
found ‘‘marching in favor of new language requirements.’’48 They also express
concern that multiculturalism renders students ill equipped to bring about the social
reforms for which it calls. For instance, they argue that such new curricula ‘‘provide
precisely the wrong training for preparing minority students to redress the financial
and power imbalances they perceive in society at large.’’49 These curricular choices,
they conclude, have resulted in great pedagogical losses: ‘‘The lost opportunities to
study some of the West’s great thinkers, to address the enduring questions in
philosophy or religion, or to inform one’s thinking about public policy or
contemporary issues are not replaceable.’’50 They describe this loss as a ‘‘presence
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In describing this absence, they offer an inadvertent defense of school that arises
from their concern that students’ apathy toward multiculturalism will lead to anti-
intellectualism. While meant as a defense of education, their argument unwittingly
provides a rationale for retaining the institution of school. By making ‘‘education
and multiculturalism practically equivalent,’’ they write, ‘‘rebellion against multi-
culturalism becomes [for students] a revolt against learning itself.’’52 They frame the
issue as though education itself were at stake, but their criticisms of multiculturalism
hint of a fear that without institutional presence, the histories, literatures, and
philosophical leanings with which they identify may disappear completely when no
one is left at Stanford to represent them. Theirs is a fear that might be familiar to the
minority groups who sought representation at Stanford and for whom Sacks and
Thiel have so little empathy. It is also a fear that Foucault acknowledges when he
suggests that rejected and discarded discourses do not lay silently in wait for
rediscovery.53 It is, finally, a fear that education is not at stake in curricular debates so
much as the fate of certain knowledges.
Western Civics Is Dead; Long Live Western Civics
Sacks and Thiel’s faith in the inevitable triumph of Western ideals matches that of
Hyde’s faith in the call of conscience. Like Hyde, they express a faith that the
curriculum they advocate will persist even when no longer taught in the schools per
se. Despite promising a defense of school, Sacks and Thiel conclude their polemic by
espousing a disinvestment in formal educational institutions, a conclusion fueled by
their opposition to contrivance and their belief that the truths in which they are
invested will endure. They warn that while a growing number question the
educational value of multiculturalism, there are ‘‘unlikely to be any easy or direct
reversals’’ of the new curricula.54 This is true, they suggest, because multiculturalism
has taken institutional form ‘‘on the microlevel*in the classroom [and] the
dormitory.’’55 Because they see multiculturalism alone as a contrivance (and not
education more generally), they do not seek institutional reform but conclude that
the problem is best addressed by rejecting altogether the institutional trappings of
schools. And because they believe their own ideals transcend cultural superficialities,
they trust that their ideals will survive even without institutional affiliation. In the
end, their argument takes a profoundly anti-institutional turn when they imagine
education free of the artificial devices of schooling where truth calls and only
the attuned hear:
Western civilization will survive the decline of universities like Stanford. In spite of
the hurdles and difficulties, some people will continue to ask the same questions
about life and the universe that vexed Plato*even if there no longer is any
academic or cultural elite to guide them in their quest for answers or even to
encourage them to ask the right questions. Those who wish to learn the truth will
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Sacks and Thiel’s opposition to contrivance thus takes a final ironic turn in their
belief that Western philosophical insights will continue to exist independent of any
institutionalized education processes and thus remain available to any diligent
individual.57 The Diversity Myth ends, appropriately, with an appeal to individualism
and a warning that the ‘‘true human subject (or person or individual) will not emerge
as the object of some collective, utopian experiment, but only in the rejection of all
such pretensions.’’58 What begins as opposition to contrivance thus ends with
opposition to contrivance and denial of what Hyde refers to as the ‘‘communal
character of our existence.’’59 And it is a logical conclusion to reach, given Sacks and
Thiel’s faith that the ideas they take as truth will endure even without a representative
to teach them. Their opposition to contrivance thus has two consequences: it enables
them to dismiss voices with which they disagree on the grounds that the exigencies to
which those voices point are ‘‘merely’’ contrived, and it diminishes the role of schools
by suggesting that truth does not require such contrived environments to endure.
Institution as Bureaucratic Fortress
In many respects, Stanley Fish’s Save the World reads as the counter argument to The
Diversity Myth. In the first turn, Fish aims to resolve debates over politics and
education by showing why all interested parties are wrong: advocates of politically
motivated curricula are wrong for believing that education should be about
inculcating new citizens with ethical guidelines, and their opponents are wrong for
believing much the same thing. Rather than attempt to distinguish contrived from
genuine exigencies or to advocate on behalf of a particular curriculum, as do Sacks
and Thiel, Fish advances an argument in favor of the university qua institution. That
is to say he argues that the thing that makes schools worth defending is not a
particular curriculum, topic of study, or discipline, but the institution itself. He first
developed this argument in an essay titled ‘‘Take This Job and Do It: Administering
the University without an Idea,’’ published prior to Save the World.60 The essay’s
subtitle is a double entendre that refers both to Fish’s particular administrative style
and his vision of universities as indifferent bureaucracies capable of accommodating
any conceivable line of inquiry. For Fish, the university’s critical disinterest in the
content that passes through it is its most worthwhile trait and a feature that
distinguishes it from other institutions. He explains how he himself enacted this
attitude while a dean by showing ‘‘an absolute unconcern with the content of the
product I was refurbishing.’’61 This administrative style, he continues, reflects his
belief that the university has no internal principle other than to house ‘‘interpretive
communities [that] do not form in response to normative criteria but in response to
the accidental convergence of professional energies.’’62 His regard for the chance
assemblage of discourse via execution of bureaucratic tasks leads to the arguments
against political advocacy in the classroom that he later makes in Save the World.
Fish imagines the ideal university as a closed institution that answers to its own
internal codes of conduct and refrains from interfering in political affairs beyond its
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serve as a repository of discourse and a source of impartial analysis capable of
determining what he calls truth, but what might be understood best as an involved
description of truth claims. To put it in Greene’s Foucaultian terms, Fish believes that
the university fulfills a productive function by generating technologies of delibera-
tion. And he wishes that the university would restrict itself to this analytic function
while refraining from direct contribution to a governing apparatus that makes use of
those technologies to judge, program, and regulate reality.63 Fish wishes, in other
words, for the university to be a source of discourse but not a promoter of ideas
because it can only do the first if it avoids the second; anything other than providing
ideas a life within the institution would risk political entrenchment of the institution.
By this account, the university does exercise influence over political affairs by, for
instance, contributing its institutional resources to the general thought on a topic,
but it remains several steps removed from actual deliberation. It would be the
responsibility of those acting in nonacademic capacities to apply to political affairs
ideas made available by the university.64
Fish makes his argument in two parts: first, by condemning acts of political
advocacy in the classroom; and second, by defending historically controversial
academic programs. The combination of the two arguments enables him to strike a
balance in his vision of the university as a source of disinterested discourse. The first
argument maintains a check on the second by discouraging a view of the university
as a political entity that should orchestrate its political impact through directed
political action. The second argument checks the first by discouraging a view of the
university as an agent of objective relativism that entertains all ideas equally:
‘‘intellectual diversity,’’ he argues ‘‘is not an academic value [and] adherence to it as
an end in itself will not further an academic goal; but it will further some goal, and
that goal will be political.’’65 The university, in short, should neither be responsive nor
inert, since both would lead to a mummified institution. Institutionality is key for
Fish, since only through institutional support does any truth claim gain material
worth and, in turn, become worthwhile. While the university should refrain from
promoting political views, he argues, it should nevertheless invest truth claims
with institutional resources by, for instance, hiring faculty whose work investigates
those claims.
Disinterested University
In developing the first half of his argument, Fish echoes Sacks and Thiel in many
respects. He speaks, for instance, in disparaging terms of professors who leverage
their power in the classroom to compel allegiance to their political agendas,
particularly when they do so in the name of preparing future citizens or inculcating
moral behavior. ‘‘Even if there were a definite correlation between education and an
active citizenry,’’ he writes, ‘‘that would not be a reason for teaching with the aim of
fostering civic participation.’’66 Like Sacks and Thiel, he equates such pedagogies with
junk food: ‘‘Opinion-sharing sessions are like junk food: they fill you up with starch
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proper function, he argues, the university should be independent of state and
political interest (‘‘we are in the education business, not the democracy business,’’ he
quips).68 If true to their mission, he believes, the only moral and ethical appeals
faculty and administrators should make are those that relate to educational affairs,
such as plagiarism.69
What appears in its first iteration to be little more than an imitation of Sacks and
Thiel becomes, in its final turn, a different argument entirely. Fish does not, for
instance, advocate on behalf of the Western canon or a revival of Plato. Nor does he
attempt to distinguish between genuine and contrived political interests. And more,
he absolutely opposes the kinds of reforms called for by Sacks and Thiel that would
require a balanced number of Republican- and Democrat-identified faculty members
at every university.70
What sets Fish apart most from Sacks and Thiel, however, is that he does not
oppose inclusion of certain discourses per se, at least not on the basis of what they
say. To Sacks and Thiel’s point that certain ideas have no place at the university, Fish
adds an important caveat: ‘‘no idea belongs in the classroom if the point of
introducing it is to recruit students for or against a political agenda.’’71 It is never a
particular idea itself that is the problem, he argues, but always what is done with it:
‘‘I am not urging a restriction on content*any ideology, agenda, even crusade is an
appropriate object of study. Rather I am urging a restriction on what is done with the
content when it is brought into the classroom.’’ 72 Thus, he writes, ‘‘you can probe [a]
policy’s history; you can explore its philosophical lineage; you can examine its
implications and likely consequences, but you can’t urge it on your students.’’73 When
reading John Milton’s Samson Agonistes, for instance, his one and only academic
charge is to ‘‘endorse nothing except the correctness of my reading. I don’t say,
‘religiously inspired violence is good’; I say that religiously inspired violence is what’s
going on in Samson Agonistes.’’74 The only objective of the university, he argues,
should be to ‘‘introduce students to bodies of knowledge and traditions of inquiry
they didn’t know much about before.’’75 The university has no further obligation
beyond that of equipping students with new discourse. ‘‘What [students] subse-
quently do with what you have [taught] is their business and not anything you should
be either held to account for or praised for.’’76 The university invests itself in a body of
research, and it invests the students who pass through the institution with the
resulting discourse, but, Fish believes, its obligations stop short of managing what is
done with those ideas.
It is not that Fish fails to recognize the university’s de facto political impact as some
of his critics charge.77 At a minimum, he expresses an awareness that the discourses
that circulate through the university will disseminate beyond it in the form of
political arguments. His point is that if the university is to preserve its autonomy, it
should not attempt to control the direction those arguments take: ‘‘[t]he university
can protect the integrity of its enterprise only if it disengages entirely from the
landscape of political debate.’’78 At the same time, just when it seems he offers a
vision of the university as a free marketplace of ideas, the second half of his argument
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concern itself with ideas once they have left the institution, he believes it should
exercise judgment over which ideas circulate within the university. As Fish puts
it, ‘‘one part of being a competent instructor is the ability (and responsibility) to
make judicious*not legislatively imposed*decisions about what materials and
approaches are to be taught.’’79 By moving back and forth between the two halves of
his argument, Fish resists burdening the university with principles because to do so,
he believes, is to pander to the demand that schools have a measurable use value.80
The only criteria for evaluation appropriate to the university are those generated
from within.
Rhetorical University
The thrust of Fish’s argument is that there is reason for universities even if we cannot
pair that reason with an unmistakable principle or a coherent set of ethical practices,
or perhaps because we cannot do so. Because of the polemical nature of Save the
World, however, what promises to be an unapologetic defense of educational
institutions ends as an affirmative apology of the university such as it is. The
remainder of my analysis of Fish identifies these thinner areas of his argument and
suggests how their development might have given reason to appreciate schools’
institutionality rather than simple appreciation of the institution. The first of these
arguments is Fish’s assertion that universities have a specific job and that they should
do their job and not attempt to do the job of someone else. The second is his claim
that the sociopolitical forces that bring new areas of study into the university do so as
a matter of historical events running their course, and not because of political
engagement on the part of the university. Both of these points fail to make the most
of the university’s unique institutional status precisely by glossing over its inventive
elements.
While Fish otherwise resists speaking of the university in economic terms, the
central metaphor of his argument is that the university has a job to do. That job is to
realize the university’s ‘‘educational and pedagogical mission, the mission of teaching
and research.’’81 To underscore his point that political advocacy is not a part of the
job description, he offers a few examples of what he means, but in keeping with his
larger point, he gives only technical details of this work, such as the transmission of
knowledge to students and descriptive analysis of objects of study. He spends more
time identifying activities that are not a part of the job, including developing
students’ civil and moral capacities, inculcating their character, and securing the
‘‘unfettered expression of ideas.’’82
In devising this taxonomy of jobs, Fish seeks to maintain the autonomy of the
university, but the danger is that he risks the institution becoming merely a conduit
for discourse rather than a vector. Had he chosen to stay with the tone he struck in
his earlier essay on administering without an idea, he might instead have
characterized the university as absent an inherent mission altogether. Lack of a
mission, after all, was the very trait he prided in himself when he was a dean and
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argued, of that administrative style was that it allowed him to realize the missions of
others. He stops short, however, of recognizing that same quality in the university
itself, the institutional form of which enables it to adopt the missions of other
institutions.
The ability to remake the mission of education, and reorganize accordingly, is one
of the inventive functions of schools that may be unique to it as an institution. As
Fish himself tells us, and as Sacks and Thiel demonstrate in their ironic battle against
multiculturalism, an understanding of the university as having no inherent mission
to it does not mean it serves as a warehouse for any and all ideas. The material limits
of the institution protects against this. But in accord with the various missions that it
adopts, the university can and does generate discourse that would otherwise not exist.
And even if that discourse scarcely circulates beyond the classroom, its very existence
within the institution makes it thinkable. It is the capacity of the university to use
different missions to productive ends that Fish fails to appreciate fully when he insists
it remain autonomous.
This lack of appreciation is most apparent in Fish’s defense of academic programs,
such as gender and ethnic studies, which historically have been the focus of
controversy. He defends these areas of study while making a larger point in response
to ‘‘neoconservative polemicists who believe that by attacking [deconstruction], they
are attacking an agenda embraced by the intellectual left.’’84 Fish’s response is a
dehistoricized and depoliticized account of the social and theoretical movements
that gave rise to the practice of deconstruction. In this account, he presents
deconstruction not as an academic invention but as a naturally occurring intellectual
exercise that academics have merely formalized. Deconstruction, he explains, is not
an activity exclusive to the academy. It was, he suggests, ‘‘performed before anyone
had uttered the word deconstruction,’’ and it is ‘‘a practice engaged in by anyone who
for some reason is struck by the oddity of a piece of behavior accepted uncritically by
society.’’85 Since deconstruction is an occurrence and not a deliberate construct, it is
‘‘not politically inflected.’’86 As such, it is not burdened by a particular motive but
could be put to the service of any political agenda. The same is true, Fish argues, for
the diversification of humanities curricula. This, too, was mere occurrence and not
the effect of deliberate political action: ‘‘a predominantly liberal faculty . . . is not the
product of some giant leftist social machine’’ or ‘‘the result of Machiavellian
design.’’87 Rather, he stresses, ‘‘the waves of feminist, black, Hispanic, and gay
activism that brought hitherto underrepresented and therefore politically active
ethnic populations into the academy . . . were not planned events and patterns; they
just occurred.’’88 Fish is wise to think that conservative voices such as Sacks and Thiel
will find reassuring the idea that equal educational opportunities for under-
represented populations happened to those groups rather than because of those
groups. Sacks and Thiel offer a nearly identical argument premised on their belief
that the arc of history bends toward the liberalist ideals in which they are deeply
invested. They credit, for instance, the notion of inalienable human rights for the
abolition of American slavery and women’s suffrage. With the advent of natural
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their use of the passive voice glosses the intentionality, or contrivances, required for
these events to take place. And, as with Sacks and Thiel, the final turn of Fish’s
argument results in irony: in his effort to secure the autonomy of the university, he
renders it a mere reflection of sociopolitical affairs taking place beyond its walls,
rather than cheering it as a generative force in its own right.
Fish means his explanation of deconstruction to serve as a counterargument to the
kinds of charges Sacks and Thiel level at multiculturalism*that multiculturalists
deliberately invented exigencies where none existed to justify their curricular choices.
On the contrary, Fish replies, no invention took place; diversification of humanities
curricula was the inevitable result of historical happenings. This characterization
has reassuring effects: it reassures advocates of those programs that Fish himself
intends no additional attacks, and it reassures critics that such programs pose no
political threat. Here again, though, Fish underestimates the inventive*and
political*role the university plays when it dedicates institutional resources to the
study of gender and ethnicity that result in discourses heretofore unthinkable. Even
Sacks and Thiel insist that the question of greater representation in the university
of diverse populations is not the issue. What is at stake is the wholesale fabrication of
exigencies, such as colonialist impulses in Western literature, and entire areas of
studies, such as postcolonialism, to address those exigencies. In his effort to reassure
that such work holds only academic value, Fish bypasses this concern over
contrivance and misses an opportunity to defend the inventional qualities of the
university.
Fish’s effort to relieve the university of any political obligations does more than
deny its history. It misses the fact that by taking up various political missions at
various times, the university exercised a primary strength of its institutionality: the
ability not just to contest the meaning of education, but to constitute the material
form of that contest and, in doing so, to provide us with technologies to deliberate its
meaning. Without that, Sacks and Thiel would be right, and we really could pursue
education ‘‘with no direction from anyone’’ with no need to agitate for inclusion of
gender or ethnic studies, nor the Western canon, for that matter. But, institutional
representation does matter. When, for instance, schools made the securing of equal
opportunities the mission of education*which had never been its mission before*it
made possible new ways of studying gender and ethnicity, and thus thinking about
gender and ethnicity. This is the reason for school that Fish cannot provide: its ability
to leverage its institutionality to contrive discourse that, regardless of the ends to
which it is applied, reroutes the current course of thought. To borrow Hyde’s
terminology, schools issue calls to conscience, but there is nothing inevitable about
them. Rather, they are the result of technological and organizational assemblages that
give discourse a material form.
Conclusion
My objective has been to show the benefits of an institutional perspective on the
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Before concluding, I make one final pass through that analogy by comparing Sacks
and Thiel’s and Fish’s attitudes toward school and common attitudes toward rhetoric.
It is Fish’s position that schools jeopardize their academic charge when they take up
the missions of other institutions and involve themselves in political affairs. As a
counterpoint, I have argued that one of the institutional strengths of schools is their
ability to reinvent the mission of education and, in doing so, take up new
responsibilities and obligations. Schools, in other words, can do what Plato accused
rhetoric of doing: enter into the affairs of others and assume the role of what it has
entered.90 Sacks and Thiel appropriate Plato in arguing that when schools adopt
contrived forms of education, such as multicultural programming, they fail to
exercise concern for the greater good, serving only short-term goals such as the
therapeutic redress of minor racist and sexist injuries. And it is their hope that by
characterizing multiculturalism as superficial, a common charge often leveled at
rhetoric, they can discredit and dissolve its potency. However, this argument, too,
fails to appreciate the institutionality of schools. As with rhetoric, there is an
entrenched belief that schools ‘‘only copy the language’’ of the real world, as Ralph
Waldo Emerson once put it.91 My reading of Sacks and Thiel aimed to show instead
that institutional contrivance gives form to ideas that would otherwise not exist.
What Sacks and Thiel disparagingly refer to as contrivances indeed are fabricated
concerns, problems, and whole areas of thought that exist because of the fact that
schools dedicate institutional resources to them. That Stanford’s multicultural
programming compelled Sacks and Thiel to write a book suggests those contrivances
are anything but flimsy and easily evaporated.
Bringing a rhetorical sensibility to the charges Sacks and Thiel level at multi-
culturalism, I have suggested that contrivance is not a deficient quality for either
schools or the rhetorical situation. Contrivance, as I have defined it, refers to the
institutional assemblages that serve as inventive material vectors. As vectors, schools
are to education as the rhetorical situation is to consciousness: each commits us to a
curriculum and also holds the capacity to reroute the current course of thought.
This inventional capacity gives political and pedagogical reason to adopt an
institutional perspective of the rhetorical situation that an ontological or linguistic
perspective does not. An institutional perspective resists a sense of contrivance as a
metaphysical condition and offsets the impulse to believe that some rhetorical
situations, such as those concerning matters of life and death, are inevitable and issue
from a realm other than the sociopolitical. Hyde’s theory of the call of conscience
acquires some of its force from this impulse despite his efforts to show us that
we organize death as much as it organizes us. His ontological perspective of the
rhetorical situation grants all humans a shared condition that bypasses the
institutional question of how a situation came to be. And this perspective in turn
leads him to a series of ethical claims that an institutionally inflected perspective
could never sustain. In a summary of his argument on the call of conscience, for
instance, Hyde expresses the faith that respect for others will follow from the
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People deserve acknowledgement and respect; their faces say as much, as their
presence interrupts our everyday existence and utters a call of conscience: Where art
thou? The question admits a ‘‘simple’’ rhetorical eloquence meant to speak to our
hearts so that we might be good enough to put ourselves on the line as we give
ourselves to others: Here I am! The call of conscience would have us think and act
as beings who are their brother’s and sister’s keepers, who stand against the horror
of social death and what it can lead to, and who thus, among other things, must
cultivate their rhetorical competence in order to move people toward the good.92
This is what Hyde calls ‘‘face work,’’ which he defines as ‘‘a most sacred and privileged
rhetorical interruption, a call of conscience that speaks first and foremost of the
goodness of life and how it ought to be respected.’’93
A compelling aspect of Hyde’s argument is that it bestows a mission onto our
communicative affairs and secures rhetoric a primordial function, but that is also the
trouble. In suggesting that an institutional perspective could not sustain the claims
he makes, I do not wish to make the issue a matter of practicality. Rather, as with the
concept of school, the issue is whether rhetoric ought to have an inherent mission.
Were Fish responding to Hyde, one can imagine he might suggest that in assigning
rhetoric a primordial function, Hyde is trying to do someone else’s job. His response
to Hyde might be something like his response to educators: ‘‘I’m not saying that there
is no connection at all between the successful practice of ethical, social, and political
virtues [and the exercise of rhetorical competency],’’ but ‘‘these are contingent effects,
and as contingent effects they cannot be designed and shouldn’t be aimed at.’’94
Even though I borrow from him here, I have suggested that Fish’s argument
ultimately misses the mark when he suggests that political disengagement is a
strength of the university. On the contrary, the very benefit of education having no
mission of its own is that it can take up multiple other missions. And so, too, for
rhetoric. If rhetoric has no primordial function, then it is available for any mission:
health, justice, democratic practice, sanity, cultural diversity. Hyde’s ontological
perspective fails to appreciate and thus mitigates the inventional capacity of the
rhetorical situation, just as Fish’s vision of the autonomous university under-
appreciates the inventiveness of the academic institution. If rhetoric could incline us
toward a particular ethical stance, it would no longer have inventional capacities.
Instead it would be, as is so often thought of education, a means to an end. From an
institutional perspective in which rhetoric is a technology of deliberation, there is no
difference between the material assemblages that give rise to rhetorical situations and
rhetoric itself. In this, it is like school. In the final turn, my argument settles on the
orientation that, according to Heidegger, conceives of rhetoric as the kind of thing we
learn in school. Such a perspective on rhetoric and schools offers renewed reason to
appreciate both.
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